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Continuous Speech Commands Recognition with Thai Language 
used Support Vector Machine Technique: A case study of 

speech commands control for mobile robots 
 
 
Abstract. This article presents the application of an automatic speech recognition by continuous speech commands recognition with Thai language 
as a speaker verification model, this is a case study of speech commands control of mobile robots. The design of the automatic speech recognition 
system consisted of 3 steps: The first we analyzed the signal processing of the continuous speech commands and compared the accuracy of the 
speech recognition with a time frame adjustment and the overlapped period of signal filtered with the window function, The second we proceed to 
find the feature extraction of speech commands using format frequency techniques and configured the feature extraction with format frequencies of 
F1, F2, and F3,The last step was to design the recognition using Support Vector Machine technique to check the accuracy of an automatic speech 
recognition. These is support vector machine classification algorithm provides a comparison of the filtered function window and compares the 
accuracy of the time frame scaled and the overlapped time of the filtered, which gives different values of precision. From the experiment, the 
researcher found that are applied a Hanging function the test results of the test result of the "forward" speech commands has an accuracy of 81.92% 
but kind of Gaussian function the test results of the "backward" speech commands has an accuracy of 83.69%, the "turn left" speech commands had 
an accuracy of 82.81%, the "turn right" speech commands had an accuracy of 85.56% and the "Stop first" speech commands has an accuracy of 
86.78% and speech recognition by continuous speech commands recognition with Thai language was applied an every function the test results of 
the overall performance of the speech commands has an accuracy of 83.88%. 
 
Streszczenie. Artykuł przedstawia zastosowanie automatycznego rozpoznawania mowy poprzez ciągłe rozpoznawanie poleceń głosowych z 
językiem tajskim jako modelem weryfikacji mówiącego, jest to studium przypadku sterowania poleceniami głosowymi robotów mobilnych. Projekt 
systemu automatycznego rozpoznawania mowy składał się z 3 etapów: W pierwszym przeanalizowano przetwarzanie sygnału ciągłych poleceń 
głosowych i porównano dokładność rozpoznawania mowy z dopasowaniem przedziału czasowego i nakładającym się okresem sygnału filtrowanego 
funkcją okna, Następnie przystępujemy do znalezienia ekstrakcji funkcji poleceń głosowych przy użyciu technik formatowania częstotliwości i 
skonfigurowania ekstrakcji cech z częstotliwościami formatu F1, F2 i F3. Ostatnim krokiem było zaprojektowanie rozpoznawania przy użyciu techniki 
maszyny wektorów nośnych w celu sprawdzenia dokładności automatyczne rozpoznawanie mowy. Jest to algorytm klasyfikacji maszyny wektorów 
nośnych, który zapewnia porównanie przefiltrowanego okna funkcji i porównuje dokładność skalowanych ram czasowych oraz nakładających się 
czasów filtrowanych, co daje różne wartości precyzji. Na podstawie eksperymentu badacz odkrył, że po zastosowaniu funkcji wiszącej wyniki testu 
wyników poleceń głosowych „do przodu” mają dokładność 81,92%, ale rodzaj funkcji Gaussa wyniki testu poleceń głosowych „wstecz” mają 
dokładność 81,92% dokładność 83,69%, polecenia głosowe „skręć w lewo” miały dokładność 82,81%, polecenia głosowe „skręć w prawo” miały 
dokładność 85,56%, a polecenia głosowe „Najpierw zatrzymaj” mają dokładność 86,78%, a rozpoznawanie mowy przez zastosowano ciągłe 
rozpoznawanie poleceń głosowych w języku tajskim, a wyniki testu ogólnej wydajności poleceń głosowych mają dokładność 83,88%. (Ciągłe 
rozpoznawanie poleceń głosowych w używanym języku tajskim Technika maszynowa wektorów pomocniczych: studium przypadku 
kontroli poleceń głosowych dla robotów mobilnych) 
 
Słowa kluczowe: proszę podać cztery terminy opisujące treść artykułu. 
Keywords: Thai language, Continuous Speech Commands, Support Vector Machine: SVM, automatic speech recognition: ASR 
 
 
Introduction 
 Currently, Thailand in the country's industrial work tends 
to use more robots and automation systems. We can clearly 
see that there will be adjustments to the infrastructure to 
foster transition for industries of all sizes. To be in line with 
the technological advancement of the current world after the 
COVID-19 situation. In order to solve the crisis situation that 
has arisen, the ratio of robots and automation to replace 
existing labor in the system is an important part. That is 
indicative of the country's industrial potential. Thailand must 
therefore be prepared in terms of human resources 
development with knowledge and skills in the robotics and 
automation industries to support the workforce that is 
diminishing day by day and being replaced by robots and 
automation systems, which educational institutions in 
Thailand have accepted the policy of the country. Each 
educational institution in Thailand therefore focuses on 
developing the potential of personnel in the country. To 
support the management of engineering teaching to suit the 
world's advanced technology in robotics and automation 
systems. And at the same time, educational institutions in 
Thailand have supported national and international skills 
competitions in robotics and automation. Every year, 
teachers and students are interested and present their 
works in robotics and automation contests. Researchers 
and students from various educational institutions are 
interested in designed and building robots to participate in 

such competitions as shown in Fig 1. [2] But to control, the 
robot must use the remote control to move or control the 
robotic arm or other devices that are installed on the robot 
to perform the mission. The limitation of the Joystick 
PlayStation PS2 wireless for Arduino remote control is 
popular among students studied robotics engineering. In 
which the use of the joystick requires many commands 
channels to be selected, for example: forward commands, 
reverse commands, left turn commands, right turn 
commands, commands to raise the front wheel arm up, 
commands to lift the front wheel arm down, commands to 
raise the rear wheel arm up, commands to lift the rear 
wheel arm down, commands to turn the robot arm to the 
right, commands to rotate the robot arm to the left, 
commands grabs the mechanical arm forward, commands 
grabs the mechanical arm backwards, commands to adjust 
the camera angle to the right, commands to adjust the 
camera angle to the left, commands to adjust the camera 
angle up and commands to adjust the camera angle down. 
There are a total of 18 orders as shown in Fig 2.[1] 
 From the problem of limitations of remote control robots, 
the researcher has an idea to control robots by speech 
commands to be more modern and comfortable. By 
application of automatic speech recognition: (ASR)[1-20] 
due to continuous speech commands, [3] therefore 
selecting speech recognition speaker verification. To help 
solve the problem of controlling the robot, to reduce the 
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switch button to control the robot. In which the robot 
operator is not familiar with or skilled in controlling the robot, 
it can interact with the computer system. The use of speech 
recognition technology is a system that converts commands 
into data signals that the computer system can be used to 
process further results.[3] Therefore, to study the technique 
for the feature extraction of Thai speech.[4] The researcher 
chose a technique to find the mean of the magnitude value 
at the format frequency and among the samples used in the 
research were males aged about 18-25 years, but each 
person recorded 5 sounds. That is, forward, backward, turn 
right, turn left and stop first, which can design speech 
extraction techniques that are suitable for different sounds 
or accents in each dialect.[5] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. A rescue robot created by students to study and research 
robotics.[2] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2. Application of speech commands to replace 4 push button 
switches.[2] 

 
Theories and principles 
A. Digital speech signal 
 The sound wave transforms that electrical wave used 
the microphone to receive the speech signal and the 
volume of the speech signal as the level of the electrical 
potential that the unit is in the speech. The changed 
electrical signals into sound waves bypass the electrical 
signal through the speech changed the speech wave to 
then the electrical wave is called the analog electrical 
signal. The analog speech system is the speech system 
that is used in the past and present as the speech system is 
changed to a digital system. Due to the analog sound 
system, there are disadvantages high noise there is a 
distortion of the speech signal from the original. The digital 
speech system has no noise, no distortion of the speech 
signal in the system. [6] 
 
B. Interval division and window functions (Segmentation 
Windowing) 

A speech signal is the time-varying signal. The speech 
signal analysis for one speech that is speech recognition. 
[7] Considering with size of the signal from the time, start 
and end of the speech also change with time. Analyzed the 
sound signal in the one speech, the signal must be divided 
into time frames, after which the signal is processed at each 
time. The time frames to find the feature values contained in 
each speech signal by filtering the signal at each time 
interval with a Finite Impulse Response:(FIR), known as a 
window function and important to attenuating the Gibbs 
Phenomenon effect [3] the results were taken to find the 
frequency component occurring at each time interval. The 
Fast Fourier Transform:(FFT), in which the key frequency 

components at each interval are used as the speech 
recognition characteristics with the support vector machine 
classification. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.3. shows the speech signal 1 speech in the time domain at a 
Segmentation Windowing.  
 

The speech signals are classified as time-varied 
signals in the addition, the division of each word in the 
sentence signals analysis of one continuous speech word 
for this speech recognition. Considered the size of the 
speech signal from the time the speech starts and ends, 
there is also a change in time.[7] 

In order to analyze one continuous speech signal, it is 
necessary to divide the signal into time frames and then 
process the speech signal in each time frame to find feature 
values, which are included in the speech signal in each 
word. Known as a window function and is important in 
Gibbs attenuation Phenomenon [8] was then applied to find 
the frequency components occurring at each time interval 
by means of Fast Fourier Transform: (FFT) [9] 
transformation, herein which the significant frequency 
component at each interval was used as the idiosyncratic 
value of discriminant speech recognition the support vector 
machine: (SVM).[10] 

To prove the effectiveness of each window filter 
affecting the speech discrimination fidelity with SVM and 
scaled the overlap length during window function shift to 
determine the convolution between the window function and 
the speech signal. Each time frame has the different 
overlap length value. How will this be affected the accuracy 
of speech classification with SVM.[11] In this study, with a 
time frame adjustment and the overlapped period of signal 
filtered with the window function were used in this study. To 
differentiate the fidelity of the speech recognition system 
with SVM, here four window function filters were selected 
as follows [12]. 
The followed equation generates the coefficients of a 
Gaussian window as shown in Fig. 4. 

(1)       
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Fig.4. Gaussian window. 
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The followed equation generates the coefficients of a 
Hamming window as shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig.5. Hamming window function. 
 

The followed equation generates the coefficients of a 
Hanning window as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig.6. Hanning window function. 
 

The followed equation generates the coefficients of a 
Kaiser window as shown in Fig. 7. 
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Where N  is the length of the window function and   is 

the sidelobe attenuation of the window's Fourier transform. 
 

                                
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.7. Kaiser window function. 
 

C. Feature Values 
 From executed the speech transcoded with window 
functions, the next step is to find the feature extraction of 
speech commands by format frequency techniques. It is the 
mean of the magnitude values at the F1, F2 and F3 format 
frequencies, respectively. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8. F1,F2 and F3 (frame=250,overlap=0%). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.9. F1,F2 and F3 (frame=500,overlap=0%). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.10. F1,F2 and F3 used function Gaussian window 
(frame=750,overlap=0%). 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.11. F1,F2 and F3 (frame=750,overlap=0%). 
 

From Fig. 8-11 that has been presented, it is only the 
Gaussian window function that are divides the time frame 
adjustment and the overlapped period. The to find optimum 
value for feature extraction. The speech commands signal 
was analyzed to find the mean magnitude at the F1, F2, 
and F3 of format frequencies, replacing the mean of the 
three frequencies with and respectively. 
D. Classification with Support Vector Machine:(SVM) 

Support Vector Machine data classification is one of the 
key algorithms in Machine Learning. [13] In the Supervised 
Learning model, data types can be distinguished by 
specified a margin. The maximum margin between the 
boundary points of two or more different data samples. The 
SVM's mapping is shown in Fig. 12.[4] 
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Fig.12. SVM for classification of multiple data sets.[4] 
 
Where are the characteristic values of classification and 

what is the type of data resulting from classification. For 
example, the classification of two object samples with SVM 
can be specified.[11] Any is one of the two sample data as 
shown in Fig. 13. 

 


1 1y

2 2y

 
 
Fig.13. Classification of two data types with SVM [4]. 
 
 The support vectors are vectors that are drawn through 
critical data points near the separated hyperplane. For the 
classification of clearly differentiated datasets, a linear 
separation plane can be used. can line, however, if the 
dataset is not very distinct, It is necessary to create a non-
linear separation plane. By converted into the original data 

set to space new by the mapped method : R R n N  with 

kernel functions, it measures the distance or similarity 

between pairs in a data set, where N  is the number of 

original eigenvalues and N  is the number of eigenvalues 
in the new space. The kernel functions come in many forms 
and have different properties. 
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In order to find the maximum margin between different 
datasets, the most appropriate parameter   must be 
calculated from the evaluation function [3] as follows: 
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 By finding the minimum error value from the evaluation 

function  j   obtained by adjusting the parameters   

each value by calculating the value min with ( )j   

computer program to find the evaluation function ( )j   the 

minimum value of the parameter   most suitable for this 
research application SVM [4-17]to distinguish Thai 
language speech signals in the sample group with a limited 
number of  classifications of  into different types therefore, 
several classifications must be used (Multi-Class  

Classification) set to y  represented the result set of the 

Thai language speech commands  1, 2, 3, ,y K   here, 

in this set of Thai language speech commands, there are 
equal numbers of  that are interested in classified them. 
Where K  speech and used a sequence of numbers to 
represent the type of speech command for each speech 
therefore, it is necessary to provide a set of data for 
teaching SVM to recognize the characteristics of each of 
those. Here we use a method to classified many types of 
objects called one approach compares to all (1-vs-ALL) 
therefore provides a tutorial for all the SVM. Where K  
speech signal set, algorithm SVM will give the result of 
classification as y i  the i  this is the possible value 

1, 2, 3, ,i K   which is the sequence of numbers 

representing each group of , including all K  type, so the 
SVM classification parameter for ( 1-vs-ALL ) classification 
can be found as. 
 
Speech recognition algorithm 

This research applied the speech recognition algorithm 
with SVM algorithm to compare the performance of various 
window functions. The speech signal collected as a sample 
dataset as a speech in Thai Includes training set data is 
given to classifiers obtained from SVM algorithm[12] and 
one test data set each. The speech sounds in Thai can be 
divided according to their pronunciation into 3 types, 
namely, single. Compound and excess [13] in this paper 
presents a test with a single speech can also be divided into 
two sub-, namely in Thai language. As shown in details 
along with international symbols as shown in Table 1. 

 

 
 
Fig.14. Speech Recognition with SVM. 
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Table 1. It is a comparison of the meaning in Thai language with 
international languages. 

Speech commands (Thai 
language) 

Speech commands 
(universal language) 

เดินหนา Forward 
ถอยหลัง Backward 
เลี้ยวซาย Turn left 
เลี้ยวขวา Turn right 
หยุดกอน Stop first 

 
There are 5 continuous speech commands with Thai 

languages in this study. The continuous speech commands 
for each speech is recorded in Table 1. The undisturbed 
speech recorded with male speech is a speech file (.wav) 
wave frequency values. A sampled frequency of 44,100 Hz, 
16-bit size, was recorded as a data file of 100 individual 
Thai languages speech and divided into trained data sets 
for 50 speech and divided into tested data sets for 50 
speech. The labeled information will be available in the 
speech recognition test.[18-20] 
 
Experimental results 
 The form ASR by continuous speech commands 
recognition with Thai language as a speaker verification 
model as shown in Fig. 14. And the test by inputted a 
continuous speech commands signal 1 speech at a time. 
Then, each time frames are filtered with a FIR filter, and 
four window functions are selected. The results obtained by 
filtered the signal with the four window filters were fed into 
frequency processed with the FFT transformation, and the 
characteristic vector of each word was determined as the 
average of the format frequencies at F1, F2, and F3. 
Respectively, this is an SVM classification method using 
eigenvalues for classification as the key frequencies of each 
sound word. Is the mean value of the magnitude at the 
format frequency, showing the result of the sampled word 
identification on the characteristic vector space, as shown in 
Fig. 15-18. 
 

 
 
Fig.15. A single  speech signal data set on a characteristic vector 
space. 
 

 
 

Fig.16. A single  speech signal data set on a characteristic vector 
space. 

 
 

Fig.17. A single  speech signal data set on a characteristic vector 
space. 
 

 
 
Fig.18. A single  speech signal data set on a characteristic vector 
space. 
 

The next table compares the accuracy of speech 
recognition by continuous speech commands recognition 
with Thai language  by applyed Gaussian window function 
by tested each time, setted time frames equal to 
250,500,750 and 1000 points, and adjusted the percentage 
of overlaps in each time frames equal to 0%, 25%, 50% and 
75% shown in Table 2 shows the comparison of the 
accuracy overall of a ASR by continuous speech 
commands recognition with Thai language  model. 

 
Table 2. Comparison of Gaussian window function performance for 
Thai language  recognition. 

Speech Recognition Accuracy. 
Gaussian 
window 
function 

time  frame
250 

time  frame 
500 

time 
frame 750

time 
frame 
1000 

Forward 80.395% 81.36% 81.33% 81.86% 
Backward 83.69% 83.67% 83.58% 83.81% 
Turn left 84.00% 83.14% 82.14% 81.94% 

Turn right 85.72% 85.61% 85.50% 85.39% 
Stop first 86.78% 87.06% 86.81% 86.47% 
Overall 

performance
84.12% 84.17% 83.87% 83.89% 

 
From Table 2, the accuracy of speech recognition by 

continuous speech commands recognition with Thai 
language was compared with the percentage of time frame 
equal to 500 points the test result of the "Stop first" speech 
commands has an accuracy maximum of 87.06%. 

The next table compares the accuracy of speech 
recognition by continuous speech commands recognition 
with Thai language by applied Hamming window function by 
tested each time, settled time frames equal to 250,500,750 
and 1000 points, and adjusted the percentage of overlaps in 
each time frames equal to 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% shown 
in Table 3 shows the comparison of the accuracy overall of 
an ASR by continuous speech commands recognition with 
Thai language model. 
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Table 3. Comparison of Hamming window function performance for 
Thai language  recognition. 

Speech Recognition Accuracy. 
Hamming 
window 
function 

time frame 
250 

time frame 
500 

time 
frame 
750 

time 
frame 
1000 

Forward 81.08% 81.50% 81.42% 81.75%
Backward 83.67% 83.83% 83.44% 83.64%
Turn left 84.17% 82.69% 82.11% 81.94%

Turn right 85.78% 85.39% 85.36% 85.53%
Stop first 86.92% 86.92% 86.61% 86.56%
Overall 

performance 
84.32% 84.07% 83.79% 83.88%

 
From Table 3, the accuracy of speech recognition by 

continuous speech commands recognition with Thai 
language was compared with the percentage of time frame 
equal to 250 points the test result of the "Stop first" speech 
commands has an accuracy maximum of 86.92%. 

The next table compares the accuracy of speech 
recognition by continuous speech commands recognition 
with Thai language by applied Handing window function by 
tested each time, settled time frames equal to 250,500,750 
and 1000 points, and adjusted the percentage of overlaps in 
each time frames equal to 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% shown 
in Table 2 shows the comparison of the accuracy overall of 
an ASR by continuous speech commands recognition with 
Thai language model. 

 
Table 4. Comparison of Hanning window function performance for 
Thai language recognition. 

Speech Recognition Accuracy. 
Hanning 
Window 
function 

time frame 
250 

time frame 
500 

time 
frame 
750 

time 
frame 
1000 

Forward 82.19% 81.97% 81.58% 81.92%
Backward 83.81% 83.72% 83.42% 83.67%
Turn left 84.06% 83.14% 82.19% 81.67%

Turn right 85.69% 85.56% 85.28% 85.36%
Stop first 86.36% 87.03% 86.89% 86.56%
Overall 

performance 
84.42% 84.28% 83.87% 83.84%

 
From Table 4, the accuracy of speech recognition by 

continuous speech commands recognition with Thai 
language was compared with the percentage of time frame 
equal to 250 points the test result of the "Stop first" speech 
commands has an accuracy maximum of 86.36%. 

The next table compares the accuracy of speech 
recognition by continuous speech commands recognition 
with Thai language by applied Kaiser window function by 
tested each time, settled time frames equal to 250,500,750 
and 1000 points, and adjusted the percentage of overlaps in 
each time frames equal to 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% shown 
in Table 2 shows the comparison of the accuracy overall of 
an ASR by continuous speech commands recognition with 
Thai language model. 

 
Table 5. Comparison of Kaiser  window function performance for 
Thai languagei  recognition. 

Speech Recognition Accuracy. 
Kaiser 

Window 
function 

time frame 
250 

time frame 
500 

time 
frame 
750 

time 
frame 
1000 

Forward 80.33% 81.00% 81.78% 80.11%
Backward 82.78% 82.67% 83.00% 83.56%
Turn left 84.00% 82.44% 82.00% 81.67%

Turn right 85.67% 85.33% 85.33% 85.33%
Stop first 86.00% 84.22% 84.44% 86.11%
Overall 

performance 
83.76% 83.13% 83.31% 83.36%

 

From Table 5, the accuracy of speech recognition by 
continuous speech commands recognition with Thai 
language was compared with the percentage of time frame 
equal to 250 points the test result of the "Stop first" speech 
commands has an accuracy maximum of 86%. 

 
Table 6. Comparison of window function performance for Thai 
language recognition. 

Speech Recognition Accuracy. 

Window 
function 

Gaussian 
window 
function 

Hamming 
window 
function 

Hanning 
Window 
function

Kaiser 
Window 
function

Forward 81.24% 81.44% 81.92% 80.81%
Backward 83.69% 83.65% 83.65% 83.00%
Turn left 82.81% 82.73% 82.76% 82.53%

Turn right 85.56% 85.51% 85.47% 85.42%
Stop first 86.78% 86.75% 86.71% 85.19%
Overall 

performance
84.02% 84.02% 84.10% 83.39%

 From Table 6, the accuracy of speech recognition by 
continuous speech commands recognition with Thai 
language was compared with the percentage of overall 
performance the test result of the speech commands has 
an accuracy maximum of 84.1% of the Hanning window 
function. 
 
Conclusions  
 This paper aims to applied automatic speech recognition 
with continuous speech command recognition for Thai 
language. When analyzing the signal processing of 
continuous speech commands and comparing the accuracy 
of the "forward", "backward", "left turn", "right turn" and 
"stop first" speech commands with page functions, it was 
found that the Hanning window function the most effective 
was 84.10%, and when comparing the methods, the 
Gaussian window function and the Hamming window 
function were equal with 84.02%. [1] and this is the Kaiser 
window function were equal with 83.39%. In this paper, the 
Hanning window function has a more accurate result than 
the others by Thai language may be different from other 
languages, therefore is the accuracy of the Hanning window 
function test result is the appropriate to use this method in 
the future research to control other parts of the robot by 
voice command in conjunction with the original is the two 
systems in the next step. 
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